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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let R be the exterior of a finite collection of disjoint bodies with smooth 
boundaries S, ,..., S, and set aS2=S,+... + S,. In a preceding paper [9] 
we constructed self-adjoint extensions A and A’ of the vector Laplacian -A 
with respect to electric boundary conditions 
nxE=O, V.E=O on aa (1.1) 
and magnetic boundary conditions 
nx(VxH)=O, n.H=O on ao, (1.4 
respectively, where n denotes the exterior normal unit vector on BR. Let us 
briefly recall the definitions of A and A’. 
Consider the Hilbert spaces L, = L, XL, x L, and H, = Hk X Hk X Hk 
with L, = L,(0) and H, = H&2), where H, denotes the kth Sobolev space, 
and set 
S:={E~C’(fi):nxE=OandV.E=Oon&?; 
E,aiE,aia,E=O(l/r2)f0ri,k=1,2,3asr=Ix(-,~}, 
V := {E E H, : There exists a sequence (Ek} in S 
such that (IE - E,((, + 0}, 
D(A) := (E E V: AE E L, and (AE, F) = (E, AF) 
for every F E S ), 
AE := -AEifE E D(A), 
where the differential operator A = 8: + 3: + 3: is used in the sense of 
distributions. The linear spaces S’, V’, and D(A’) and the operator A’ are 
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defined in the same way by replacing boundary condition (1.1) by (1.2). We 
proved in 191 that the operators A and A’ are positive and self-adjoint in the 
Hilbert space Lz. In particular. it follows that. for every given FE Lz and 
every complex A & [O, oo), there exist uniquely determined vector fields E 
and H with the properties 
EEW), -AE-lE=F 
and 
H E D(A’), -AH-JH=F. 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
In this paper we study regularity properties of the solutions E and H of 
(1.3) and (1.4). respectively. In particular, we shall show that E and H 
belong to Hk+#2’) f or every bounded subset R’ of R if ?f2 E C”’ and 
FE H&2). This implies, by Sobolev’s imbedding theorem. that E and H 
belong to Ck(a). In addition, we shall prove for k > 2 that E and H satisfy 
boundary conditions (1.1) and (1.2). respectively. Hence it is justified to 
consider (1.3) and (1.4) as weak versions of the classical boundary value 
problems for the equation -AG - 2F = F with regard to boundary conditions 
(1.1) and (1.2), respectively. In the last part of this paper we shall apply the 
results of the preceding sections to initial and boundary value problems for 
the vector wave equation. In particular, we shall show that the solutions E 
and H of the problems (E*) and (H*) studied in 19, Section 71 are also 
solutions of the corresponding classical problems if the data are sufficiently 
smooth. This leads to theorems on the existence of classical solutions of the 
initial and boundary value problems (E). (M), and (EM) formulated in 19. 
Section 11. A precise formulation of the regularity results and the related 
estimates will be given in Theorems 6.1-6.3, 7.1. and 8.1. 
Various methods have been developed during the last decades to discuss 
regularity problems for elliptic differential equations. Some of the principal 
contributions are due to Agmon, Browder. Douglis. Friedrichs. Hiirmander. 
Morrey, Nirenberg, Peetre, and Schechter (cf., e.g.. the bibliographical 
remarks in 121 and the comments in [3, Chapter 2 I). A very elegant and 
relatively elementary method, which is based on certain estimates for 
difference quotients. has been introduced by Nirenberg [41 in his 
investigation of the Dirichlet boundary value problem for strongly elliptic 
differential operators of arbitrary order. We shall show in the following 
sections that this method can be applied to boundary value problems ( 1.3 ) 
and (1.4) after suitable modifications. 
The plan of this paper is as follows: We prove in Section 2 that D(A ) and 
D(A’) are invariant with regard to multiplication with appropriate cutoff 
functions. This enables us to restrict the regularity considerations to a 
sufficiently small neighborhood U(xO) of a boundary point .Y,, 
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(“localisation”). In Section 3 we map U(x,) n 0 onto a cylinder 2, 
(“flattening the boundary”) by using a suitable curvilinear coordinate 
system, and determine the linear spaces V, and V; which correspond to V 
and V’ in the new coordinates. We show in Section 4 that V, and Vi are 
invariant with regard to tangential translations. This observation enables us 
to base the further discussion on the investigation of difference quotients as 
in Nirenberg’s approach. We derive regularity estimates for the transformed 
problems in Section 5 and for the original problems (1.3) and (1.4) in 
Section 6. In Section 7 classical boundary conditions (1.1) and (1.2) are 
verified. In the last section we study regularity properties of the solutions of 
the time-dependent problems (E*) and (H*). 
It follows from [9, Section 21 that our analysis includes, as a special case, 
regularity results for the initial and boundary value problem of perfect 
reflection for Maxwell’s equations in a homogeneous, isotropic medium. A 
very interesting alternative approach to the regularity theory in the Maxwell 
case has been recently given by Weber [7], who uses decomposition and 
compactness arguments, developed by him in [6], to derive estimates for 
difference quotients. Also nonhomogeneous, anisotropic media, and interface 
problems are discussed in [7]. 
We conclude this section with some remarks on the notation. If M is a 
linear space, then M := M3 denotes the linear space of all triples (F, , F,, F3) 
with Fi E M. As in [B], we interpret the elements of Lebesgue and Sobolev 
spaces as distributions (cf. [5, Chapter 5] for a related point of view). For an 
open subset R’ of R3, we denote the norm of the Sobolev spaces H&2’) and 
WW by IIFII,,,,. We write Hk := H,(Q) and l/Fljk := F,,, in the special 
case R’ = 0. Furthermore, we set JIF(J,, := jIFllo,nr (=norm in L&r’)) and 
IIJY :=llJIlw 
Classical functions and distributions are identified in the usual way. In 
particular, we say that a linear functional F on C?(O) belongs to C(O) if 
there exists a continuous function u in f2 such that 
Fp= I‘updx for every a, E Cr(O). 
’ Since u is uniquely determined by F, we use the notation F(x) := u(x) in this 
case. If a’ c Q and F is a linear functional on C?(Q), then F’ denotes the 
restriction of F to Cr(Q’). We write FE H&2’) and (JF(J,,,, := l/FrIlk,n, if 
F’ E H#2’). By [B, Lemma 4.31 we have IIFljk,n, < (IF& if FE H&2) and 
R’ c a. If F = (F,, F,, F3) is a triple of linear functionals on C,“(n), we set 
F’ := (F;, F;, F;). 
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2. LOCALISATION 
We show in this section that the linear spaces S, S’, V, V’, D(A), and 
D(A’) introduced in Section 1 are invariant with regard to multiplication. 
More precisely, we prove 
LEMMA 2.1. Assume that [E Cm@) has bounded support and that 
SC/an = 0 on 6X?. Then the following implications hold: 
(i) EES*&ES, 
(ii) GES’*&fEES’, 
(iii) EEV*&EV, 
(iv) HE V’ 3 1;H fZ V’. 
(v) E E D(A) 3 r;E E D(A), 
(vi) HE D(A’) * @i E D(A’). 
Proof of (i). Since n x E = 0, Q a E = 0. and a[/& = 0 on 80, we have 
on iiQ 
Q.(E)=@.E+E.Qc=E.Q[ 
=[-nx(nxE)+(E.n)n].Q[=(E.n)a~/c”n=O. 
The other properties required in the definition of S are obviously satisfied by 
E. 
Proof of (ii). Since n X (Q X H) = 0, n . H = 0, and ac/&r = 0 on X?. we 
have 
nxIQx(I;H)l=nx(Q~xH+rVxH) 
=nx(Q[xH)=(naH)Q[-(n.QC)H=O. 
Statements (iii) and (iv) follow from (i) and (ii) by the 
11 E - E,Ij , + 0 implies (1 r;E - &FkII, --t 0. 
Proof of (v). Assume that E E D(A). By (iii) we have 
product formula for the differentiation of distributions yields 
3, a[ aE 
4&)=t;lE+2 K --+(&)EEL,. ,T, axi axi 
It remains to show that 
(45Eh G) = (t;E, AG) for GES. 
remark that 
& E V. The 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
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Since [G E S by (i) and E E D(A), we have (AE, [G) = (E, d([G)) and hence 
(see [8, Lemma5.31) 
(W, G) = (-5 403)). 
It follows from (2.1) and (2.3) that 
(2.3) 
(&C-Q, G) = (E. 43)) + 
3T C’[ r3E 
2 & -jg z + WE, G) 
I I 
= (E, UG) + 2R = (1;E, AG) + 2R, 
where 
R:=(E,(&)G)+ 
In order to complete the proof of (2.2), we have to show that R = 0. Since 
E E V, we can choose a sequence (Ek) in S such that ](E - E,]], + 0. It 
follows that 
since a[/& = 0 on X!. This concludes the proof of (v). The same argument 
also yields the proof of (vi). 
3. CHANGE OF VARIABLES 
As we have shown in [9, Section 41, the weak boundary value problems 
(1.3) and (1.4) can be reformulated by using the bilinear form 
B(E, G) := (V x E, V x G) + (V . E, V . G). 
E is a solution of (1.3) if and only if E E V and 
(3.1) 
B(E, G) - A(E, G) = (F, G) for every G E V, (3.2) 
and H is a solution of (1.4) if and only if H E V’ and 
B(H, G) - l(H, G) = (F, G) for every G E V’. (3.3) 
By [9, Lemma 5.11, B is coercive on V and V’: there exist constants c, > 0 
and c2 > 0 such that 
B(G, G) > ~1 IIGII: - cz IIGII’ forevery GEVUV’. (3.4) 
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Hence the bilinear form I?,,, defined by 
B,(E, G) := B(E, G) + c,(E. G). 
satisfies the inequality 
(3.5) 
B,(G, G) 2 c, II Gllf for GE VUV’. (3.6) 
Now we want to study regularity properties of the solutions E and H of 
(1.3) and (1.4). respectively, in a suffkiently small neighborhood of a given 
boundary point XT,. We assume that XI E Ck+J and choose a (k + 4).times 
continuously differentiable local parameter representation z = z(u, . u?) of ilR 
with ~(0. 0) = x~). Set 
Z(6) := (u= (K,,K~.K3) :u; + z4; < 6?.0 < Z13 < 61 
and choose 6, > 0 such that 
(3.7) 
K = (u,. Uz,U,)--,X(K) :=z(u,. uz)+ K~n(z(K,. Zl:)) (3.8) 
is a (k + 3)-times continuously differentiable one-to-one mapping of z(6,,) ___~ 
onto R(.u,. 6,, ). u.iIcrc 
qx,,. 6) := {s au,. U?) + u,n(z(u,. 111)): zl; + zl; < 6’. 0 < K, < 6}. (3.9) 
NOW consider a fixed 6 with 0 < 6 < 6,. We introduce the linear space 
S, := (EEC~(R(.U,.6):nXE=OandV .E=Oon?fIniR(s,,.6). 
and there exists a 6’ with 0 < 6’ < 6 such that 
E(s(u)) = 0 if u E Z(6) - Z(S’)}. 
S; is defined in the same way, by replacing boundary condition (1.1) by 
( 1.2). Let V, and V{ denote the completions of S , and S i in the Hilbert space 
H,(Cl(x,. 6)). We choose a cutoff function [ with the properties 
Ll E c”(n), o<i< 1. 
c= 1, in R(s,, J/3 ). 
(3.10) 
= 0, in R - &Y-u,, 26/3), 
~+bl= 0 on X2. 
We show 
LEMMA 3.1. Assume that E E D(A) and -AE - /1E = F. Then the 
restriction E, := (a)’ of @Z onto R(x,, 6) (compare the remarks at the end 
of Section 1) belongs to V, , and we have 
&,(E,, G) = (F, 7 G) forevery GE V,, (3.11) 
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where 
3 ay aE 
1 
r 
F’:= @+(C,+1)@-2 -t? ---(&)E ie* axi axi 
. (3.12) 
A similar statement holds for H E D(A’) if V, is replaced by Vi. 
ProoJ If follows immediately from the definitions that E E S implies 
E, ES, and that E E V implies E, E V,. In order to verify (3.11), note that 
for every JEL,&?) if R’cR, gEC(fi), and g=O in Q-R’. If 
gE C,“(fi’), then (3.13) follows from [8, Lemma 2.31. In the general case 
we obtain (3.13) by approximating g by a sequence ( gk} in Cr(Q’) with 
respect to the &-norm. Now assume that G E S, and set 
G* := G, in Q(x,, 4, 
.- .- 0, in fi - 0(x,, S). 
(3.14) 
Note that G* E S and &FE D(A) by Lemma 2.1. Hence [9, Lemma 3.21 
implies that 
B(4.K G*> = -(A(@), G*>. (3.15) 
By using (3.13), (3.15), (3.12), and -AE =l.E + F, we obtain 
WE,, G) = BtI[E, G*) = 44.G G*) 
= -([4-W]‘, G) = (F, - Q,, 6). 
This verifies (3.11) for G E S, . Since S, is dense in V, with respect to the l- 
norm, (3.11) holds for every G E V,. The case HE D(A’) can be treated in 
the same way. 
Our next aim is to express bilinear relation (3.11) in the curvilinear coor- 
dinates introduced in (3.8). Let S, be the bounded linear operator from 
C&2(x,, 8)) onto C,(Z(S)), defined by 
tsdP)t~) := &4u)) for 9 E C,(a(x,, 6)) and u E Z(S), 
and consider the uniquely determined continuous extension S of S, onto 
Z,,(.Q(x,, 6)) (cf. [8, Section 121). Set for u E Z(S) and i, k = 1,2,3 
ti := ax/aui, g, := ti * t,, (gik) := (gik)-‘3 g :=det(g,J (3.16) 
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and 
a(u,, uz) is the mean curvature of ~%2 at x = z(u,, u?). 
Now we introduce the linear spaces 
S, := (E E C’(Z(S)): E, = Ez = (a/au, - 2a)E, = 0 for uJ = 0. 
and there exists a 6’ with 0 < 6’ < 6 
such that E = 0 in Z(S) - Z(S’)}, 
s; := (H E C* Z(6): aH,/au, = aH#u, = H, = 0 for uj = 0. 
andthere exists a 6’ with 0 < 6’ < 6 
such that H = 0 in Z(S) - Z(8) 1. 
Let V, and Vi denote the completions of Sz and S; in the Hilbert space 
H,(Z(6)). The linear spaces V, , V; and VI, Vs are related in the following 
way: 
LEMMA 3.2. Set 
EC := (t, . SE, t, . SE, t, . SE) (3.18) 
for E E V, . Then E -+ Et is a one-to-one mapping from V, onto Vz, and the 
inverse mapping is given by 
F = (F,, Fz, F,) + F- := S-‘(g”F,tj). (3.19) 
where the usual summation convention is applied with i, j = 1,2,3. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let Hf defined by (3.18) for HE Vi. Then H-+ H’ is a 
one-to-one mapping from Vi onto Vi, and the inverse mapping is given 6) 
(3.19). 
Proof of Lemma 3.2. First we verify the following statements: 
(a) IfEES,, then Et ESz and (E+)-=E. 
(b) IfFES,, then F-ES, and (F-)’ =F. 
Verification of (a). Since n x E = 0 on X? n aR(x,, 6): we have 
Set 
t,.SE=t,.SE=O for u3 =O. (3.20) 
SE = E’t,. (3.21) 
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An elementary calculation shows that 
(3.22) 
Since tj. SE = E’g,, we have E’ = gijtj. SE, and hence by (3.20) 
E’ = gi3t, . SE for u3 = 0. (3.23) 
Since n . n = 1, n - (~Z/,lau,)n = 0 and n - (a/‘laui)z = 0, we conclude from (3.8) 
and (3.16) that 
g,, = gJ3 = 1, gi, = g,i = g’3 = g3’ = 0 for i= 1,2. (3.24) 
By (3.23) and (3.24) we obtain 
EL =E2 ~0, E3 = t3 . SE for zl,=O. 
Hence (3.22) implies, since V . E = 0 on XI I? LU2(x,, a), that 
r 
$ Cd& - SE) = 0 
for u,=O. 
3 
This, together with (3.17), (3.18), and (3.20), yields E+ E S,. Now set 
F := E+. Since Fi= fi. SE by (3.18), it follows from (3.19), (3.21), and 
(3.16) that 
(Et)- = F- = S-‘(g”(t, . SE)tj) = S-‘(gijgikEktj) 
=S-‘(E’tj)=S-‘(SE)=E. 
This concludes the proof of (a). 
Verification of (b). Assume that FE S, and set E := F-. Since 
F, = F, = 0 for Us =O, it follows from (3.19) and (3.24) that E = S-‘(F3f3), 
and hence E(x(u)) = F,(u) n(x(u)) f or U, = 0. This implies n x E = 0 on 
XI n X!(x,, ,a). Furthermore, since SE = F, t, for u3 = 0, we conclude from 
(3.21), (3.22), and (3.17) that E’ = E* = 0, E’ = F, and 
(V . E)@(u)) = [$& t&F,,] (u) = (& - 24 F&l = 0 
for u3 =O. Hence E = F- belongs to S,. By (3.19) we have SE =SF- = 
giiFitj and hence t, - SE = gijFi gjk = F,. This implies, by (3.18), that 
(F-)’ = E+ = F so that (b) holds. 
In order to complete the proof of Lemma 3.2, note that the operators S 
and S-‘, and hence the operators E-tE+ and F-, F-, defined by (3.18) 
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and (3.19), are bounded with respect to the l-norm by [8, Theorem 12.2). 
Hence (a) and (b) remain valid if’the linear spaces S, and Sz are replaced by 
their completions V, and V, with respect to the l-norm. This remark 
concludes the proof of Lemma 3.2. 
Proof of Lemma 3.3. We verify the following statements: 
(a’) JJHE S;, then H+ E Si and (H+)- = H. 
(b’) IfFE Ss. then F- E Si and (F-)+ = F. 
Verification of (a’). An elementary calculation yields 
Since n . H = 0 on ?s2 n X2(x,, 6). we have 
t,‘SH=O for u,=O. 
and hence 
(3.26) 
(‘i- x H)(.u(zc)) = ~ (tz . SH)t, + 6 (I, . SH)t, 
3 
+ ($ (tz . SW - 2 (t, . =i) II] (u) for u,=O. 
’ I 
This implies. since n x (V x H) = 0 on afi n X?(s,, 6), that 
I  
- & (tz . SH)t, x t, + $ (t, . SH)t, X tz = 0 for u,=O. 
3 3 
and hence 
& (t, - SH) = $ (tz. SH) = 0 for u,=O. (3.27) 
3 3 
This, together with (3.18) and (3.26), yields Ht E S;. The same argument as 
in the verification of (a) shows that (H’)- = H. 
Verification of (b’). Assume that F E S’ and set H := Fp. Since, by 
(3.19). 
t, . SH = t, . SF- = t, . g”F,t, = giigj,Fi = F, 
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and 
8F,/ih, = aFJau, = F, = 0 for u3 = 0, 
(3.25) yields 
(V x H)(x(u)) = - 
&j-c 2 K 
F,---& t, (u) 
1) 
for z$=o, 
and hence n x (V x H) = 0 on 30 ~7 30(x,,, S). Furthermore, since t, . SH = 
F, = 0 on Us = 0, we have n . H = 0 on XI n 30(x,, ,6). Hence H belongs to 
St. The relation (Fe)+ = H+ = F follows from (3.18) and t, . SH = Fk. 
Lemma 3.3 follows from (a’) and (b’) by the remarks at the end of the 
proof of Lemma 3.2. 
By (3.1), (3.5), and [8, Lemma 12.21 we have 
B,(G, G’) = (S(V x G), A -S(V x G’)) 
+ (S(V . G), A -S(V . G’)) + c,(SG, A -SG’) 
(3.28) 
for G, G’ E H,(B(x,, 6)), where A-(u) denotes the absolute value of the 
Jacobian 
A- = a(-bx27-4 
aoh u2, 4) 
= [det(g,)] I” = fi (3.29) 
of the mapping u +x(u). Since S is a bounded operator from H,(.Q(x,, 6)) 
onto H,(Z(6)) by [8, Theorem 12.21, it follows from (3.22) and (3.25) that 
fl 
s(v x G)=i a/au, 
t2 t3 
di 
a/au, a/au, 
t,. SG t,. SG t,. SG 
(3.30) 
and 
S(V - G) = -ia (&gikt, . SG) 
fi a& 
for GE H,@(x,, 6)). (3.31) 
BY inserting (3.30) and (3.31) into (3.28), we obtain for 
G, G’ E H,(Wx,, 4) 
B,(G, G’) = x c (DP(ti . SC), a;qDq(tj. SG’)) (3.32) 
i.i=l l~l,l*l<l 
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with suitable real coefftcients a:Ju) and multi-indices p, q: 
P= (PI3 Pz, P3h lPl=P*+Pz+Pz- 
Dp = (a/au,)P’(a/au,)Pz(a/~~~)p~. 
The coefficients u,“, can be expressed by g, and the first derivatives of gi,. 
Note that afq does not depend on the first derivatives of g, if jpJ = / qj = 1. 
Since X! E Ck +J, we have g, E C kf2 Z 6)) by (3.8) and (3.16) and hence ( ( 
uij E Ck+yz(a)) PP if Ipl=jq(= 1. 
.ij E ck+l 
(3.33) 
P4 wa 
if jpl + jq\,< 1. 
It is easy to calculate azq explicitly if p = q = (0.0, I). By (3.30) (3.3 1). and 
(3.24) we have 
r  
S(V x G) = -La (t2 . SG)t, + -!-r (t, . SG)t2 + ... 
ds43 l/p? 
and 
~(V~G)=~(r,.SG)+..., 
3 
where the remaining terms do not contain derivatives of tj . SG with respect 
to u3. By comparing (3.28) with (3.32) and observing (3.29), we obtain for 
p=q=(O,O. 1) 
a ;;=A- =&, 
4; 
-=Lg =hgzl, I2 21_ & II a,, = apq - - -!- g,, = hg12, 
v5 
a3i = a;q = 0 
04 
for i= 1.2. 
and hence, by again using (3.24), 
aFq = &gik for p=q= (0,O. 1). 
Now set 
B+(F, G) := $, ,p,z,cI (DPFi~afqDqGi) 
(3.34) 
for F, G E H,(Z(d)). (3.35) 
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By (3.32) and (3.18) we have 
B,(F,G)=B+(F+,G+) for all F, GE H,(R(x,,6)). (3.36) 
We show that there exists a c3 > 0 such that 
B+(G, G) a c3 IlGlI:.z,s, for every G E Vz U Vl. (3.37) 
In fact, first assume that FE S, US; and define F* by (3.14). Since 
F* E S US’, (3.6) implies that 
On the other hand, by (3.18) there exists a c, > 0 such that IIF+ Ili.,,a, < 
c4 llm2(.~o.*~ for every FE S,US;. By combining both inequalities, we 
obtain B,(F, F) > cj (IF+ [l:.zts, with c2 := c, . c;’ and hence, by using 
(3.3% 
B+(F+,F+)>c, IIF+ II:.,,,, forevery FES,USi. (3.38) 
Since S, U S; is dense in V, U Vi with respect to the l-norm and since S, 
and hence F-, F’, is a bounded operator from H,(R(x,,, 6)) onto H,(Z(6)). 
estimate (3.38) holds for every FE V, U Vi. Now (3.37) follows from the 
remark that F-F+ maps V, U Vi onto Vz fT Vi by Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3. 
Now assume that E is a solution of (1.3) and set as above E, := (t;E)‘. 
where [ is a function with the properties (3.10). We have E, E V, by 
Lemma 3.1 and hence ET E Vz by Lemma 3.2. Furthermore, by using 
(3.36), Lemma3.1, and [B, Lemma 12.21, we obtain for GE V, 
B+(E;, G’) = B,(E,. G) = (F,, G) = (A-SF,, SG), (3.39) 
where F, is defined by (3.12). By Lemma 3.2, we have for GE V, 
G = (G+)- = S-‘(g”(t, . SG)tJ. 
and hence 
SG = g”(ti - SG)rj. (3.40) 
By inserting (3.40) into (3.39) and using (3.29) and [B, Lemma 5.31, we 
obtain 
B+(E;, G+) = (&SF,, gij(ti. SG)fj) 
= (&g”fj . SF,, fi . SC) = (J, G + ) 
for every G E V,, where J is given by 
J := (J,,J,,J,) with Ji := 6 g”fj . SF,. 
(3.4 1) 
(3.42) 
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Since G-G+ maps V, onto V, by Lemma 3.2. it follows from (3.41) that 
the vector field ET. defined by Lemma 3.1 and (3.18). satisfies the bihnear 
relation 
B+(E:,G)=(J,G) for every G E V,. (3.43) 
where J is defined by (3.12) and (3.42). The same argument yields 
B+(H:,G)=(J,G) for every G E Vi (3.44) 
if HE D(A’), -AH-AH = F, H, = (t;H)‘. and J is given by (3.12) and 
(3.42) with E replaced by H. Bilinear relations (3.43) and (3.44), together 
with estimate (3.37), form the basis of the regularity discussion in the next 
sections. 
4. TANGENTIAL TRANSLATIONS 
We begin with some remarks on the definition of the translation r,F of a 
functional FE L2(Z(d)). Set 
(~,~)(U) := cp(u + a) (4.1) 
for p E CX(Z(d)), a E R”, and u E Z(S) (with o(c) := 0 if tl E R-’ -Z(S)). 
u, is a bounded linear operator from C:(Z(d)) into C”‘(z(s)) with 
Since C:(Z(S)) is dense in L,(Z(@), ua can be uniquely extended to a 
bounded linear operator r, from L,(Z(6)) into Lz(Z(6)). Note that this 
definition coincides with the definition of r, given in [8, Section 8 I. By (4.2) 
we have 
II r,FIl z(a) G IlFllzcs, for FE L,(Z(@). (4.3) 
Now we study translations rhei in the tangential directions e, = (1.0.0) 
and e, = (0. 1,O) and verify 
LEMMA 4.1. Assume that g E C(R .T ) with R -: := {u E R’: u, > 0 ) and 
supp g E Z(S). Let F, denote the linear functional on Cc (Z(S)) generated by. 
5: 
F,cp= ( gcp du for cp E C:(Z(@). (4.4 1 
. Z(6) 
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Then we have for i = 1,2 and arbitrary real h 
(r/w,Fg~ = 1 g(u + hei) P(U) du. 
-z(s) 
(4.5) 
ProoJ Choose a sequence {gk} in C?@(6)) with i I g - g,[* du -+ 0. 
Then (4.3) and (4.1) imply 
= i ( g u + he,) P(U) du. -Z(S) 
LEMMA 4.2. Assume that FE H,,,(Z(&) and supp F c z(sl), where 
0 < 6’ < 6. Then we have, for i = 1,2 and arbitrary real h, rheiF E H,(Z(6)) 
and 
DP(rkeiF) = rhei(DPF) if Ibl<m. (4.6) 
Furthermore, $1 h 1 < 6 - 6’, we have sup~(t,,~F) c Z(S’ + 1 h I). 
Note that the support of a distribution FE C2’(Z(6)) can be defined as the 
complement Z(S) - 0 of the largest open subset 0 of Z(S) with Fu, = 0 for 
every a, E C?(O). 
Proof of Lemma 4.2. + Choose <E (R, ) with 
(=I in Z(S’) and <=o :-z(s). in R (4.7) 
Since supp[rp( 1 - l)] c Z(S) - Z(S’) c Z(6) - supp F, we have Fq - (@‘k 
= F(yl - &I) = 0 for every a, E Cr(Z(d)), and hence 
F=@‘. (4.8) 
By [8, Theorem 10.21 there exists a sequence {fk} in CW(R3) such that 
IIF -fJlm,zw -+O as k-+ co. Set 
gk := t;f, in R:. (4.9) 
Note that supp g, E Z(6). By (4.8), we have [IF - gkJ(m,Zc6j -+ 0. Hence we 
obtain for v, E Cr(Z(S)), I pi < m and i = 1,2 by (4.3) and Lemma 4.1 
[DP(Q)] = (-l)‘“‘h,,FWPd 
= (4)‘~’ p% jz,,, gk(u + hei) D’P(u) du 
= lim . k~oo 
J 
(Dpgk)(u + he,) v(u) du = [L#‘~F)]v). z(6) 
This implies (4.6) and hence rhe,F E H,(Z(6)). 
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Now assume that JhJ < 6 - 6’ and cp E Cr(Z(S) - Z(S’ + ) hi)). Since 
dist(supp rp, Z(S’ + 1 hi)) > 0, there exists a d > 0 with 6’ + (h 1 + d < 6 and 
9 E C:(Z(S) - Z(d’ + 1 h ( + d)). N ow choose 5 E C”(c) such that r = 1 
in Z(8) and r = 0 in R: - Z(S’ + d) and define gk by (4.9). Since 
g,(u + hei) = 0 for u E Z(S) - Z(S’ + Ih\ + d), we obtain as above 
and hence s~pp(t,,,~F) E Z(S’ + 1 h I). 
After these preparations we show that the linear spaces V, and Vi 
introduced in Section 3 are, essentially, invariant with regard to tangential 
translations. 
LEMMA 4.3. Assume that FE VI or FE Vi, respectively. and that 
supp F c z(61), where 0 < 6’ < 6. Then we have sheiF E Vz and rht.,F E Vi. 
respectivels, for i = 1, 2 and 1 h 1 < 6 - 6’. 
Proof. Assume first that FE V; and /h 1 < 6 - 6’. Choose 6, and a 
function < E C?(Z(S)) such that 6’ < 6, < 6 - (h / and 
(= 1 in Z(S’), (=O in Z(S) - Z(S, ), 
~.I<=0 for u,=O. 
(4.10) 
Since FE Vi, there exists a sequence (fk} in S; such that 11 F -fk\l ,.z,b, --* 0. 
Set g, := gk. Since a,< = 0, we obtain g, E S; and hence, by applying 
Lemma 4.1 and using supp g, c Z(S,) and (h 1 < S - d, , 
‘heigk E s; for i=l,2. (4.11) 
Since supp F c Z(8), we have F = @, and hence ((F - gk/l,.,o, + 0. This 
implies by (4.3) and (4.6) that 11 rhe,F - rheigkll,,Z,b) + 0 and hence, by 
(4.1 l), rheiF E V; for i = 1, 2. Thus Lemma 4.3 is proved for FE V;. 
Now we discuss the case FE V,. Choose a sequence {f,} in Sz such that 
IIF -vfkill.Ztt., -+ 0 and define g, = (gk,, gk2, gk2) as above. The same 
argument as above yields for i = 1,2 
and 
‘hq gk E c ‘tzt6)), s”PP 5heigk E z(s, + IhI), 
(4.13) 
‘hei gk, = rhei gk2 - -0 for UJ = 0. 
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On the other hand, the third boundary condition (a, - 2a)E, = 0 required 
in the definition of the linear space S, is not satisfied by g, so that the 
analogous statement to (4.1 I), rhei g, E S,, does not hold in general. 
However we shall prove below that rheigk E V, for i = 1,2. Since V, is 
complete, it follows from (4.12) also that rheiF E V, for i = 1. 2. In order to 
verify that rheigk E V,, we show 
LEMMA 4.4. Assume that g = (g, , gz, g3) E C2(Z(6)), supp g c Z(8) 
with 0 < 6’ < 6 and g, = g, = 0 for u, = 0. Then we have g E V,. 
Note that r,,j g, satisfies these assumptions with 6’ := 6, + (h) by (4.13). 
Proof of Lemma 4.4. Assume first that g, E C”(Z(d)). We choose a 
sequence {hk} in C’(Z(S)) such that 11 g, - hk/j,,Z,S, --t 0, supp h, c z(sl> and 
(a, - 2a)h, = 0 for u3 = 0. A sequence with these properties can be obtained 
by setting 
Mu) := gdu) if uj > l/k, 
:=a&,,uz)[l +2a(u,,u2)u3j +b,(u,,u,)u: 
+ CL@, 3 u,)u.: if u3 < l/k, 
where ak, b,, and ck are determined in such a way that h,, a3h,, and 8:h, 
depend continuously on uj for Us = l/k. An easy calculation yields 
ak= (* +fP)-’ jyo-~~+~$). 
b, = - $ - k(2aa, - y,), 
k2 1 
ck=- 
3 
2aa,-y, +kyz 
with yL(u,, u2) := (a/la~,)~ g,(u,, u2, k-‘) (k = 0, 1,2). Since g, E C”(Z(d)), 
we have h, E C’(Z(6)). Note that 
ak = o(l), 6, = O(k), ck = O(k*), 
a,a, = U(l), ajbk = O(k), ajck = O(k’) 
as k --* co uniformly for uf + ui < 6*. Hence h, and Vh, are bounded in Z(S) 
uniformly with respect to k. This implies 11 g, - hklJ, z(6, -+ 0. Furthermore. 
we have (a, - 2a) h, = 0 for uj = 0 and supp h, c Z(S’) so that the sequence 
( hk} has all properties required above. Now set j, := (g,, g,, hk). We have 
j, E S,, (1 g - j,ll, z(6) -+ 0 and hence g E V,. This verifies Lemma 4.4 in the 
case g, E C4(Z(6)). 
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Now we discuss the general case g, E C’(Z(6)). By [8, Theorem 10.2 1 
there exists a sequence {vk} in P(Z(6)) such that )(g, - V/kll,.zc6, -+O. 
Choose c E C” (Z(S)) with 
(= 1 in Z(S’) and r=o in Z(6) - Z((S + S’)/2). 
Since supp g c Z(S’), we have g, = kg,, and hence I( g, - <~/k/lI,z(6) 4 0. 
Since rvk E P(Z(S)) and supp(&,) E Z(S”) with a” = (6 + a’)/2 < 6, the 
first part of the proof implies (g, , g,, <vk) E V, and hence. since VT is 
complete, g E V,. This concludes the proof of Lemmas 4.4 and 4.3. 
By the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 4.4 (in the special case 
a = 0), we obtain 
LEMMA 4.5. Assume that g = (g,, g2, g3) E C’(Z(&), supp g c Z(6’) 
withO<d’<6andg,=Ofiru,=0. Then wehauegEV;. 
Now we study difference quotients 
F: := h -l(r,,e,F - F) (4.14) 
of functionals FE L,(Z(6)) in tangential directions (i = 1.2). The following 
estimates are modifications of well-known results 141 to the situation 
considered here. 
LEMMA 4.6. Assume that FE H,(Z(d)) and supp F c Z(S’) with 
0 < 6’ < 6. Then we have for arbitrary real h and i = 1. 2 
(4.15) 
Proof. Choose <, f,, and g, as in the first part of the proof of Lemma 4.2 
(with m = 1). By (4.3) and Lemma 4.1 we obtain for (o E Cp(Z(S)) 
The calculation leading to formula (8.21) in [S] yields 
Ia4 G IId . lim Iigkiil.Z,S, = IIFllwa, Ilcpll for Cc (Z(S)) 
and hence (4.15). 
-. 
LEMMA 4.7. Assume that FE H,(Z(d)) with m > 1 and supp F c Z(8). 
where 0 < 6’ < 6. Then we have for i = 1.2 
IIC’-aiFllm-l.z(s, -+O as h+O. (4.16) 
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ProoJ: Choose 5, fk, and g, as in the first part of the proof of 
Lemma4.2. We obtain for IpJ <m - 1 and Q E Cr(Z(h)) by (4.3) and 
Lemma 4.1 
p(F: - aiF)]rp = (-l)‘P’(Ff - aiF) 
+f.lz,&, [i 
h a 
( - DPg,(u + tq) - aiDpgg,(u) -0 at 1 1 
dt cp(u) du 
aiDP(gk(u + tei) - gk(U)) dt 1 P(U) du, 
and hence, by Schwarz’s inequality, 
where 
set 
. 1 
L/Z 
a,(t) = lSiD’(g,(U + tei) - gk(U))l’ dU . (4.18) 
Z(6) 
a(t) := 11 7g,i(aiDPFj - 3iDPF(I,(&) * (4.19) 
Since a,(t) = 11 rJaiDpgk) - ~iDpgk~~Zcs, by (4.18) and Lemma 4.1, we 
obtain by (4.3) 
and hence, by the choice of g,, a,(t) --+ a(t) uniformly for t E [O, h], and 
faX(f)2df+fa(l)2dl as k-, co. 
-0 0 
Thus (4.17) implies 
llD”(C - aiJYI$(~) < flf 4tj2 dt for Ipl<m- 1 
and hence (4.16), since the right-hand side converges to a(O)’ = 0 as h + 0. 
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By using (4.16) in place of formula (8.19) in [ 81, we obtain by the same 
argument as in proof of [8, Theorem 8.41: 
LEMMA 4.8. Assume that FE H,(Z(@) with m > 1 and supp F E Z(S’). 
where 0 < 6’ < 6. Furthermore, assume that positive numbers K and h, exist 
such that llF”l\ m,z,bj <K for i= 1,2 and lhJ <h,. Then we have P,F E 
H,(Z(G))for i = 1.2. 
5. LOCAL ESTIMATES 
In this section we derive estimates for the derivatives of the solutions of 
bilinear relations (3.43) and (3.44), by applying the difference quotient 
method of Nirenberg ([4], see also [ 1, Section 9 I) with some modifications 
required by the different type of boundary conditions considered here. We 
prove : 
LEMMA 5.1. The following statement holds for every integer k > 0: 
(AJ Assume that XJ E Ck+‘, E E VI, J E Hk(Z(d)). and 
B+(E,G)=(J,G) for every G E V? . (5.1) 
Then we have E E Hk+*(Z(B’)) f or every 6’ < 6. Furthermore. for ever) 
S’ < 6 there exists a c > 0 such that 
for every J E H,(Z(6)) and every E E VI satisfi*ing (5.1). A similar 
statement holds with VI replaced by Vi. 
Proof. Assume that either k = 0 or (Ak-,) holds. We shall show that 
(Ak) holds. Let E and J satisfy the assumptions in (Ak). Consider fixed 
numbers 6.6’ with 0 < 6’ < 6 and set 
h, = +(o - 6’). 6, := 6 -h,, 6: := 6 - 2h,, 6, := 6 - 3h,. (5.3) 
We choose a function r E P(Z(S)) such that 
(= 1 in Z(S’), <= 0 in Z(S) -Z(6,), ai,<= for u,=O. (5.4) 
Let k, , k2 be nonnegative integers with k, + k, = k and set 
u := a:1 a:‘(&). (5.5 1 
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Since either k = 0 or (Ak- ,) holds, we have 
E E Hk+ ,(Z@,)>. (5.6) 
It is easy to conclude from (5.4) and (5.6) that 
and IlW k+l.z(SJ = Ilwlk+l,Z,G,~* (5.7) 
In fact, choose q E CT(Z(S)) such that 0 < r7 < 1, q = 1 in Z(S,), and q = 0 
in Z(6) - Z(6,). Since @j’[(l - n)q] = 0 for q E CF(Z(6)), we obtain for 
Jpl,<k+ 1 and i=l,2,3 
for every q~ E CF(Z(S)), and hence, by [8, Definition 2.11, 
and 
verifying (5.7). By (5.7) we have U E Hr(Z(6)) and hence, by Lemma 4.2, 
thei U E H,(Z(6)) for i = I,2 and arbitrary real h. 
Now we introduce the set of vector fields 
@ := {G E Cm(kT): G, = G, = Oforu, = 0, G = 0 in R, - Z(6,)). (5.8) 
By (3.35), (4.6), and [8, Lemma 5.31 we obtain for G E @ and i = 1,2 
+C C (a$[DPUr]: - [a$lpUr]:, D’Gj). 
r.j=I IPl.lql<l 
In the following we shall use the notation (=) if the difference of the right- 
and left-hand side can be estimated by a . (JG](,,z(dj . JJE](k+,,Z(S,j, where a 
does not depend on h, G, E, and J.‘By (5.5), (5.7), and [8, Lemma 8.31 we 
have 
B+(U;, G) (=) 5 C ([a$DPUrIf~ D’Gj)r,(z(a)). 
r.j=l Ipl.lql<l 
(5.9) 
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By (3.13), we can take the inner products on the right-hand side in L,(Z(6,)) 
(instead of L,(Z(&)). Furthermore, note that 
bw,FY = rA,l(F’) (i= 1,2) (5.10) 
for every FE L,(Z(d)) with supp F c Z(S,), where F’ is the restriction of F 
to C,“(Z(d,)) d an r: denotes the translation operator in L2(Z(d1)). In fact, 
choose a sequence (fJ in CF(Z(6)) with 1) F -fk1)z(6, + 0 and a function 
‘1 E C”(c) with q = 1 in Z(S,) and q = 0 in e - Z(S, j. and set g, := qf, 
Since T,IF = F. we have I) F - g,llzo, + 0. Hence, since the operators rhe,, r;,, . 
and F --* F’ are bounded with respect to the corresponding L,-norms. it ik 
sufficient to prove (5.10) for functionals F = F, generated by functions 
g E C,“(Z(d,)). In this case (5.10) is an immediate consequence of 
Lemma 4.1. These remarks. together with (5.5) and (5.9). imply that 
where R is a linear combination of terms of the form 
with IpI< 1, (ql< 1, and j, +j, <k and u can be expressed by the 
derivatives of a:; up to order k. Note that all difference quotients can be 
formed in L2(Z(S,)) by (5.10). Since supp(&) c Z(S,), E E Hk+,(Z(S,)). 
and ari E Ck+’ 
P4 
(Z(6)), Lemma 4.6 implies R (=) 0, and hence 
The last sum can be estimated as R above by another application of 
Lemma 4.6. This together with [8, Lemma 8.11, yields 
By (8, Theorem 10.21 there exist sequences (E,,} in Cm(Z(d,)) such that 
IIE, - Erniik+ I.Z(d,) +O as n-+ co. Note that (DqGj);h E P(Z(6,)) since 
G E @. Hence the integral theorem of Gauss implies that 
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The integral over the boundary aZ(S,) gives no contribution, since the 
components n, and n, of the normal unit vector n = (n,, n,, n,) vanish for 
uJ = 0 and since < vanishes for Iu( > 6,. Hence we obtain 
where 
and 
R2:= 5 c 
r.j=I IpI<Ti9l=I 
(-l)k(~$DPE,, (o’r)@’ a:‘[(Gj)ihl)L?(Z(SI,). 
Another application of the integral theorem of Gauss implies that 
and hence R, (=) 0, since (((G,),yhI(Z(6,j < IlGjlll,zcs, by Lemma 4.6. By (3.13) 
the inner products in R, can be taken in L,(Z(S)). Hence we obtain by 
(3.35) and (5.1) 
B+(U;, G)(=)R, = (-l)kB+(E, @:I #(G,+)) = (-l)k(J, @:la:2(G;h)), 
since g := @:I cF$~(G;~) belongs to V, by (5.8) and Lemma 4.4. Bjr [8, 
Theorem 10.21 there exists a sequence {J,} in Ca,(Z(d)) such that 
/iJ-Jn/ik,ZCS, -+O as n-+a. Hence another application of the integral 
theorem of Gauss implies 
B + (Cl;, G) (=) (cT:l a:~(@), GE+). (5.11) 
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The right-hand side can be estimated by I(JI\,.,,,, . (1GI(,.,,6). Thus we 
obtain. by recalling the meaning of the sign (=), 
I~+(~:~GK~,IIGll *,z,a,~ll~Il,+l.Zld,, + IIJllma,) (5.12) 
for every G E @, where a, is independent of h. G, E, and /. Since either 
k = 0 or (Ak- ,) holds, (5.2) implies that 
IIEII k+ l,Z(S,) s Q2wllk,z~6) + ll~llLz,d~ (5.13) 
where a, does not depend on E and J. By combining (5.12) and (5.13). there 
exists a number a3 > 0 such that the vectorfleld U defined by (5.5) satisfies 
P+W:, Gl Saa, ll~ll,,,,~,~llJll~.~~~, + Il~ll~.z,d (5.14) 
for i = 1,2, for every real h, for every G E @, for every J E Hk(Z(B)). for 
every E E V, satisfying (5.1), and for every pair of nonnegative integers 
k,, k, with k, + k, = k. 
Now consider a fixed h with ) h ( < h, . Our next aim is to construct a 
sequence {G,} such that 
G,E@ and II u: - Gn II ,.zca, --) 0 as n-+a3. (5.15) 
First we verify by induction that 
a$ a$(@) E v, for j=j,+j,<k. (5.16) 
Since E E V,. there exists a sequence (E, 1 in S, with /I E - Enl(,.Z,b) + 0. 
Since a,< = 0 for uj = 0, we have also t;E, E Sz and hence t;E E Vz. This 
verities (5.16) for j = 0. Now assume that (5.16) is valid for j < k. In order 
to show that 
zi a+ a$(&) E v, for i = 1,2 and j, + jz = j. (5.17) 
we set V’ := &I a$(&). By the induction hypothesis we have VE V,. Since 
supp V c Z(6,), Lemma 4.3 implies VFEVz for Ihl <6-d,. Since 
VE H2(Z(d)) by (5.6), Lemma 4.7 yields I( V” - Pi Y(I,,,(,, -+ 0 as h + 0 and 
hence %; V E V, since Vz is complete with respect to the 1 -norm. This verifies 
(5.17) and completes the proof of (5.16). 
By setting (j, , j?) = (k, , k,) in (5.16), we obtain CT E Vz and hence, by 
Lemma 4.3. U: E VI since I h I < h,. Thus we can find a sequence (S, } in S, 
such that 
lI~k%Jl.Z,S,+O as n+a. (5.18) 
Set S, = (S,,, Sn2, S,,). By [4, Theorem 10.2 1, we can modify {S,,,) such 
that S,, E C”(Z(S)) and (5.18) remains valid. Now choose a function 
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r,r~C’[O,~~)withO,<r~<l,~(t)=Ofort<~ andq(t)=l fort>l,and 
set forj= 1,2 
ly:=s. 
nJ’ w,(u) := v(u) rl(mu3). 
Since S,, = S,, = 0 for uj = 0, we have v = 0 for u, = 0 and hence (w(u)/ < 
ujmax [Vylj. This implies for 0 ( uj ( l/m 
with M := max IVY/( (1 + max (~‘1). Since v/,,, = w  for uj > I/m, we obtain 
/I Wm - vllLzc*, -+ 0. Since I,Y~ E C&Z(S)) and CF(Z(S)) is dense in CA(Z(6)) 
with respect to the l-norm (cf. [ 8, Lemma 4. l]), we can choose the sequence 
{S,} in (5.18) such that Snj E CF(Z(6)) for j = 1.2 and hence 
s, E C,m(Z(G)) x CF(Z(6)) x C”(Z(S)). (5.19) 
Now recall that (hl < h, and choose a x E P’(Z(6)) with x = 1 in 
Z(6, + [III) and x = 0 in Z(S) - Z(A). Since supp iJ: c Z(S, + IhI), we have 
l$’ =xUf and hence, by (5.18), (I Or: -xS,IJ,~,,~, -+ 0 as n + co. On the other 
hand, we have xS,, E # by (5.8) and (5.19). Hence the sequence G, :=xS, 
has the properties required in (5.15). Now set G = G, in (5.14). As n -+ co 
we obtain 
IB+w;Y C)l G a3 II U:II*,zca,(llJlI,,,,,, + II~llLzcs,> (5.20) 
for every h with ) h) < h,. Since Uf E V, for ) hl < h, as we have shown 
above, (3.37) yields B+(U), U:) > c3 1) U:)]:,,,,,, and hence 
II ul II l.Z(d) G %wllk,zcs, + II~llLZd (5.21) 
with a4 := a,~;’ for every h with (h 1 < h,. This implies by Lemma 4.8 that 
aiUE H,(Z(d)) for i= 1, 2 and hence, by (5.4) and (5.5), 
$I @E tZ H,(Z(&)) for k, + k, = k + 1 or, equivalently, 
aft1 ~3;~ @E E L,(Z(&)) for k, + k,+ k,= k+ 2 and k3& 1. (5.22) 
Our next aim is to verify that 
8;’ a’;* #E E L,(Z@‘)) for k, + k, + k, = k + 2. 
First note that E satisfies the differential equations 
(5.23) 
L,[E] := x s (-l)“‘Dq(a;;DPE,) =Ji 
r-=1 IP1.191<1 
(i= 1,2,3) (5.24) 
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with J = (J,,Jz,J,). In fact, set G := pe, with cp E Cc(Z(S)). where t’, 
denotes the ith unit vector. Since GE S, c VI. it follows from (3.35). (5.1 ). 
and (8, Lemma 2.3 1 that 
= B + (Ey G) = (J, G) = (Ji 3 @) = Ji up, 
This verifies (5.24). 
Now we prove (5.23) by induction with respect to k,. Note that (5.23) 
holds for k, = 0 and k, = 1 by (5.22). Assume that (5.23) holds for k, = m 
with 1 < m < k + 1 and consider a triple (k, , k,, k,) of nonnegative integers 
with k, + k, + k, = k + 2 and k, = m + 1. Since the 3 x 3 matrix (aFq) with 
p = q = (O,O, 1) is invertible by (3.34), we can express diEi as a linear 
combination of the other derivatives of E,. E,. and E, up to order 2. by 
using (5.24), with coefficients belonging to Ck(Z(G)) (see (3.33)). By 
applying the differential operator a:( 3:: aiXP’ of order k. it follows from the 
induction hypothesis that $I a:> #E E L>(Z(6’)). This concludes the proof 
of (5.23). Since E E Hk+,(Z(d’)), (5.23) implies E E Hk+Z(Z(6’)). 
In order to prove estimate (5.2), note that E E H,, >(Z(6’)) implies. by the 
argument leading to (5.7), &E Hk+Z(Z(6)) and hence, by (5.5). 
U E H,(Z(6)). Since supp UC Z(6,), it follows from Lemma 4.7 and (5.2 1) 
that 
ll~iUll,.z,,, < a,(liJllk.Z,6, + lIEII,.z,c,,) (5.25) 
and hence by (5.5) 
(5.26) 
for k, + kz + k, = k + 2 and k, < 1. By the induction argument used in the 
proof of (5.23). we obtain similar estimates for arbitrary derivatives 
@I 2:: @JE with k, + k, + k, = k + 2 so that (5.2) holds. This completes the 
proof of statement (Ak) in Lemma 5.1. 
The magnetic case (with Vz replaced by Vi) can be treated in the same 
way. In this case @ has to be replacecd by 
@‘:= (GEC”C(R.~):G,=Ofor~,=0,G=OinR,-Z(62)). (5.27) 
By Lemma 4.5 we have g := @:I $I(G;~) E Vg if G E @’ so that the 
relation 
used in the proof of (5.1 1) remains valid. These remarks conclude the proof 
of Lemma 5.1. 
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6. GLOBAL ESTIMATES 
In the following we shall use the notation a” C 0’ if a” and R’ are open 
subsets of 0 such that 0” c Q’, R” is bounded, and the distance of R” from 
that part of X!’ which does not belong to aQ is not zero: dist(R”, 
X!’ -30) > 0. We shall prove in this section: 
THEOREM 6.1. Let l2’, a” be open subsets of l2 with R” C 0’ and 
assume that XJ E Ckt4, G E D(A) U D(A’), and 
F := -dG - JG E Hk(Q’) (6-l) 
for a given complex number 1. Then we have G E Hk+ #2”), and there exists 
a c > 0 such that 
IIGII k+2,Q” < dFiik,w + IIGII,,) (6.2) 
for every G E D(A) U D(A’) satisfying (6.1). 
Proof: We verify by induction with respect to j, 0 < j < k + 2: 
(BJ G E H@“), and there exists a c > 0 such that 
IlGllj.n~~ G C(llFIlk,w + IIGII,,) 
for every G E D(A) U D(A’) satisfying (6.1). 
(6.3) 
Note that (Bk+J implies Theorem 6.1. First we consider the case 
G = E E D(A) and assume that either j < 1 or (Bj- ,) holds. We shall show 
that, for every x0 E p, there exists an open neighborhood U(x,) of x0 and a 
number d(x,) > 0 such that E E H,(U(x,) n 0’) and 
IIEIIj,“(q,)nn, G d(x,MIFIIk,,, + II’lln,)* (6.4) 
Assume first that x0 E L!” f7 LM2 and choose 6,, z(u,, uz), Z(S), and 
0(x,, S) as in Section 3. Since D” CR’, we can choose a 6 > 0 such that 
6 < 6, and 0(x,, 6) C Q’. Consider a function c with properties (3.10). By 
Lemma 3.1, E, := (&E)’ satisfies bilinear relation (3.1 I), where F, is given 
by (3.12). By (3.12) we have 
IIF, ll~cx,,,~ G 4W’llo~,o.s, + ll~ll,.ncxO,a,)~ (6.5) 
Here and in the following d,, d, ,... denote numbers which do not depend on 
E. Note that 
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where ci is defined by (3.4). In fact, by the argument used in the verification 
of (3.37), we have B,(G, G) 2 c, (lGII:,ncx,.s, for every G E S,. This implies 
(6.6) since S, is dense in V, with respect to the l-norm. 
Since .R(x,, 6) c Q’, it follows from (6.6), (3.1 l), and (6.5) that 
lIwLR,xo.G~ G 4(ll%. + IlElIw) (6.71 
with d, := d,/c,. 
Now assume that 1 < j< k + 2 and that (B,-, j holds. Since 
Q(x,, 6) C Q’, (BjP,) implies that E, := (@)’ E Him ,(Q(x,, 6)) and 
IIE, IIj- r.ncx,.s, G 4(lI%Q~ + IlEllwh (6.8) 
By (3.12) and (6.8), we have F, E HjP,(J2(x,,, 6)) and 
IIF, llj-z.ncx,,.s, G d,(llFll,.~, + llElI<>,). (6.9) 
In the following we use that the operator S from L,(R(x,, 6)) onto Lz(Z(6)). 
introduced before (3.16), the inverse operator S- ‘, and the operators E --t E ’ 
and F -+ F-. introduced in (3.18) and (3.19) are bounded with respect to the 
j-norm for 0 < j < k + 2 by 18, Theorem 12.21, since %2 E Ck +J. Hence we 
obtain by (3.42) and (6.9) JE HjPz(Z(6)) and 
II Jllj- 2.7(a) < 4(llFlLo + IlElln~). (6.10) 
Since ET belongs to V, by Lemma 3.2 and satisfies the bilinear relation 
(3.43). it follows from Lemma 5.1. that ET E H,(Z(S/3)) and 
IlET lIj,zca,J, G d~(lIJlljp2,7t6, + IIEF lI1.7(5))3 (6.11) 
and hence by (6.7) and (6.1Q since IlEl’ l/,.z~6, < 4 IIE, /I,.Rt.v\-,.8,. 
IIE: lli.z,6.3, ~4(llf’ll~.w + IIEll,,). (6.12) 
This implies that E, = (E :)- E Hj(R(x,, d/3)) and 
IIE, Ilj,R,rn.~j3) Gd~(llFl1k.R’ + IIElln,). (6.13) 
Note that (6.13) holds also for j = 0 and j = 1, by (6.7). Since E, = E in 
Q(x,, 6/3) by (3.10), E, can be replaced by E in (6.13). This verifies (6.4) 
with d(x,) := d, for every open neighborhood U(x,) of a boundary point x, 
with the property U(x,) n a’ = .0(x,, d/3), under the assumption that either 
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j,< 1 or (Bj-r) holds. An easy modification of the argument shows that (6.4) 
holds also for interior points x,, E 3 n R under the same assumption 
(compare the interior regularity theory in [4, Section 41 or in [ 1 I). 
By the theorem of Heine-Bore1 there exists a finite number of points 
x, 1..., - Y in a” such that fi 
fin,! c U(x,) u ’ * * u U(x,). 
Choose functions & E C~(U(x,)) such that 0 < <, < 1 and 
2 C,(x) = 1 
q=1 
for every x E D” 
(see [ 1, Theorem 1.91). We have for u, E CF(Q”), /p] ,<j and i = 1,2,3 
(with E = (E, , E,, E3)) 
and hence by (6.4), since supp(&,) c R’ n U(x,) and ]]&,]] ,< ]]P]], 
< IIPII vIl,,,. + II%,) 2 4x,). 
q=l 
This implies that E E Hj(O”) and that (6.3) holds with 
c := i d(x,). 
q=1 
Thus we have verified (Bj) in the case G = E E D(A) if either j < 1 or (Bj- ,) 
holds. The case G = HE D(A’) follows by obvious modifications. By 
induction with respect to j we obtain (Bk+*) and hence Theorem 6.1. 
Now we deduce pointwise estimates from Theorem 6.1, by applying the 
following version of Sobolev’s inequality: 
LEMMA 6.1. Assume that R has the restricted cone property (see [8, 
Definition Il. 1) and that f2,, I?, are open subsets of $2 with c0 C R, . 
Furthermore, assume that FE Hk+z(12,), Then we have FE Ck(12,), and 
there exists a c > 0 such that 
;F IDPF(~)l <C iIFli/c+z.n, 1 forevery FE Hk+&2,). (6.14) 0 
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Lemma 6.1 follows by the same argument as [8, Lemma 11.21. The only 
modification consists of replacing R in [8, Eq. (11.12)] by 
R := mini 1 y(x,)\ ,..., 1 y(x,v)j, dist(K. an), d/2}. 
where d := dist(R,, XJ, - &I), so that the bounded set R’ defined by [ 8. 
Eq. (11.14)] is contained in 0,. The estimate (6.14) follows from [S], 
(11.15) (with m = k + 2), and the remark that, by [8, Theorem 10.21, there 
exists a sequence {f,} in CF(R3) such that I(F- fnllk+z,n,-’ 0 as n + co. 
By combining Theorem 6.1 and Lemma 6.1, we obtain 
THEOREM 6.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 6.1. Lve have 
G E Ck(fi”). and there exists a c > 0 such that 
(6.15) 
for every G E D(A) U D(A’) satisfying (6.1). 
Proof: Consider an open subset R, of R with 0” C J2, C R’ and first 
apply Theorem 6.1 to J2, C Q’ and then Lemma 6.1 to 0” C 0,. Note that 
the restricted cone property holds, since 20 is smooth. 
As an immediate corollary of Theorem 6.2. we obtain 
THEOREM 6.3. Assume that &I E C”“, GE D(A)U D(A’), and that 
(6.1) holds for every bounded open subset of R. Then we have G E Ck(fi). 
Furthermore, if k > 2, then equation -AG - J.G = F holds in the classical 
sense. 
In fact, for every x0 E fi one can find bounded open subsets R’, a” of R 
with x0 E 0” C Q’ so that Theorem 6.2 can be applied. If k > 2, then 
Lemma 6.1 implies FE C(B), and the last statement in Theorem 6.3 follows 
from the remark that distribution derivatives coincide with classical 
derivatives if the latter exist. 
7. CLASSICAL BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
We shall prove in this section: 
THEOREM 7.1. Suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 6.3 are 
satisfied with k > 2. Then G satisfies the electric boundary conditions (1.1) if 
G E D(A) and the magnetic boundary conditions (1.2) if G E D(A’). 
Theorem 7.1 is an immediate consequence of Theorem 6.3 and the 
following statements: 
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LEMMA 7.1. IfEED(A)nC*(~),rhennxE=OandV.E=OonaR. 
LEMMA 7.2. ZfHED(A~)nC2(~),the~~~H=O~nd~x(VxH)=0 
on X!. 
The proof requires the following preparations: 
LEMMA 7.3. Zf E E V, n C’(Z(S)), then E, = E, = 0 for u3 = 0. 
LEMMA 7.4. If H E V; n C’(Z(S)). then H, = 0 for u3 = 0. 
Proof of Lemma 7.3. Since E = (E,, E,, E3) E V,, there exists a 
sequence (G,} in S, such that (1 E - G, )I,,z,6, + 0. Set f := Ej and f, := G, 
with j= 1, 2. We have f, f, E C’(Z(6)), IIf - f,Ij,.z,6, -+ 0. and f, = 0 for 
u, = 0. This implies by a well-known argument (compare the proof of [4, 
Lemma 81) that f = 0 and hence E, = E, = 0 for uj = 0. Lemma 7.4 follows 
in the same way. 
Proof of Lemma 7.1. Assume that E E D(A) n C’(6). Consider a point 
x0 E aJ2 and choose 6 and [ as in Section 3. We have by Lemma 3.1 E, := 
W’ E C2(Ww @), and hence by Lemma 3.2 ET E V,n C’(Z(S)). By 
Lemma 7.3 and (3.18) we obtain f, a SE, = t, . SE = 0 for u3 = 0. This 
implies n x E, = 0 on 6X2 n&2(x,, 6), and hence, since x0 is an arbitrary 
point on XI, 
nXE=O on aR. (7.1) 
Now set 
F := -AE, 
4 ay aE 
FL:=@-2 L ---(A[)E. 
!y, axi axi (7.2) 
By (3.5) and Lemma 3.1 (with 1= 0), we have 
W, 9 G) = (F, 7 G)c,w(x,.m forevery GEV,. (7.3) 
On the other hand, since E, E C’(.Q(x,, 6)) and AE, = A(&) = -F, by 
(7.2), the integral theorem of Gauss implies for G E S, 
B(E,,G)=j [(V x E,) . (V x c) + (V . E,)(V - c)] dx 
Rc%.S) 
= .m, 6) (V. [Gx(VXE,)+~V.E,]+G. [VX(VXE,) 
-V;VE,),/dx 
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= .Lu,,.s, n - [i? x (0 x E,) + @? . E, ] dS -.fil i?. dE, d.u 0. *, 
= 
.L?,x 6) 
[(nxG)-(VxE,)+(n.G)v.E,]dS 
0’ 
+ v-1 ’ G)L~,CW,.S,,. 
Since GES,. we have n x G = 0 on iX2(x,, 6). Hence we obtain by 
comparison with (7.3) 
1. (n f G)C . E, dS = 0 forevery GES,. (7.4) 
.‘BR(.T,.S) 
Now choose a function J, E C’(Z(S)) with the properties 
J,(u,, u2, 0) = (v . E,)(z(u,. 24). 
c?,J,(u, 3 u,, 0) = qu,, u&V . E, )(z(u, 3 &)I. 
J&l = 0 for u E Z(S) - Z( 26/3 ). 
Since (2, - 2a)J, = 0 for uj = 0, we have J := (0. O,J,) E Sz. and hence by 
Lemma3.2 G:=J- ES,. Since G=S-‘(J,t,) by (3.19) and (3.24). we 
obtain n . G = S-‘J, = 0 . E, on XI(x,. S) and hence, by (7.4). G . E, = 0 
so that E satisfies also the second boundary condition C . E = 0 on PR. 
Proof of Lemma 7.2. Assume that H E D(A ‘) n C’(fi) and choose x,, , 6. 
and [ as above. We have by Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3 H: E V; n C’(,Z(,S)). and 
hence by Lemma 7.4 and (3.18j t, . SH, = 0 for K, = 0. This implies 
n.H=O on 20. (7.5) 
Define F and F, by (7.2), with E replaced by H. By (3.5) and Lemma 3.1 we 
have 
NH, 3 G) = @‘I - GL2w,x0.s,, forevery GEV;. (7.6) 
The integral theorem of Gauss yields as above 
fW,,G)= \ -%o,xo s, [(n x i?) . (V x H,) + (n . @V - HI 1 dS 
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for G E S;. Since n . G = 0 for G E S;, we obtain by comparison with (7.6) 
! (nxG). (VXH,)dS=O forevery GES;. (7.7) aR(x0.S) 
Now consider the functions a’(~, , uz) (j = 1,2), defined by 
In ’ P ’ Hl)l(z(u, 9 ‘2)) = ‘~ 
jZ.2 
aj(U, 7 u2) tj(U, 3 U** 0) (7.8) 
and choose J, , J, E C’(Z(6)) such that 
Ji = x gijaj for u3 =0, a3Ji= 0 
j=1.2 
Ji = 0 in Z(S) - Z(26/3). 
for u3 = 0. 
We have J := (J, , J,, 0) E S; and hence, by Lemma 3.3, G := J-- E Si . We 
obtain for uj =0 by (3.19) and (3.24) 
= v ajtj= S(n X (V X H,)), 
,r, 
and hence G = n x (V x H,) and (n X G). (V x H,) = -G. [n X (V X H,)] 
= -Jn x (V x H,)I’. Thus (7.7) implies that H also satisfies the second 
boundary condition n x (V x H) = 0 on SR. 
8. TIME-DEPENDENT PROBLEMS 
In this section we use the preceding results to discuss regularity properties 
of the solutions of the problems (E*) and (H*) considered in [9, Section 71. 
Recall that (E*) requires that one find a vector-valued function E: R,j+ = 
[0, co)+ L, = L,(0) to given data E,, E, E Lz, and JE C(Rt,L,) such that 
E E C’(R,+ ,Lz), G3.1) 
AE = c,uE” + ,uuaE’ + J for t>O, (8.2) 
E(t) E W) for t>O, (8.3) 
E(O) = E,, E’(0) = E,. (8.4) 
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By 19, Theorem 7.11, (E*) has a uniquely determined solution E under the 
following assumptions on the data: 
E, E D(A ), E, E D(A “*), JE C(R,c,L,j, AJE C(R,t.L?). (8.5 ) 
The last condition implies that J(t) E D(A) for every t > 0. E is given by 
E(f) = (-L j-(1, f) d(P.,E,j + (.K g@, t) d(P.,E,) + (.‘G,(f - r) ds (8.6) 
. 0 .o ,I 
with 
G,(t) = ; 1; g(k t) d[P,J(r)], (8.7) 
where P,l is the spectral family of the self-adjoint operator A andf(A, .) and 
g(A, .) are solutions of the differential equation .s&’ + ,uuy’ + I.JJ = 0 with the 
initial conditions f@, 0) = 1, (a/at)f(A, 0) = 0 and g(k, 0) = 0, 
(a/at) g(A 0) = 1, respectively. Problem (H*) requires to find a vector- 
valued function I-Z: Ri -+ L, satisfying (8.1), (8.2), (8.4), and the generalized 
magnetic boundary condition 
H(t) E D(A’) for t>O. (8.8) 
The uniquely determined solution H of (H*) can be obtained by replacing 
P, by the spectral family P.‘, of A’ in formulas (8.6) and (8.7). By [9. 
Eq. (7.15)] we have 
and 
as A+ uo uniformly with respect to t. 
We start with the discussion of the solution E of (E*). By (8.3), we have 
for every t > 0 
E(f) E WA ), LIE(t) E L,. (8.10) 
Hence Theorem 6.3 (with k = 0, A= 0) implies, under the assumption 
XI E C’, that E(t) E C(G) f or every t > 0. In particular, the solution E of 
(I?*) can be interpreted as a vector field E(x, t) defined in fi x R 0’ . 
We show that E(x, t) is continuous with respect to both variables. Since E 
and AE belong to C(Ri , L,) by (8.1) and (8.2). there exists, for every 17 > 0 
6, > 0 such that ]]E(t,) -E(t,)]] < n and 
with /t, - t, / < S,. By applying 
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Theorem 6.2 (with k = 0, 1 = 0) to G = E(t,) - E(t,) E D(A), Sa’ = Q and 
0” =aR := (x E Q: Ix] < R}, we obtain 
lE(x, l,) -EC? Ql < 2C? (8.11) 
for all x EgR and all t, , t, E [0, T] with ] C, - C, ( < 6,) Now consider a point 
(Xl 7 t,> E 0, x [O, 7-l. s ince E(f,) E C(a), there exists a 6, > 0 such that 
IW,, [,I -ax,, r,>l < rl (8.12) 
for every x2 E n, with Ix, -x2] < 6,. Set 6 := min(6,, S,) and consider all 
points (x2, tz) E fi, X [0, T] with (x, -x2]’ + (t, -t,)’ < a*. By (8.11) 
(with x = x2) and (8.12), we have 
lE(x,,t,)-E(x2,t*)l<(1+2c)rl. (8.13) 
This estimate shows that E(x, t) is continuous in fiR x [0, r]. Since R and T 
are arbitrary, we obtain E E C(fi X Rz). Thus we have proved 
LEMMA 8.1. Assume that Xl E C4 and (8.5) holds. Then the solution E 
of problem (E*) is continuous in fi x R,+ . 
Next we discuss the time derivatives of E. We need the following 
preparation: 
LEMMA 8.2. Assume that cm E c4, E, E D(A3’2), E, E D(A), 
JE C(Rt,L,), and A’JE C(R,+, L,). Then we have AE E C’(Rl, L,), 
E’(f) E D(A), and AE’(t) = (AE)‘(r) fir t > 0. 
Proof. The assumptions of Lemma 8.2 imply by [9, Theorem 7.11 that 
E E C3(Ri, L,). If J = 0, then the right-hand side of (8.6) reduces to the first 
two terms. In this case Lemma 8.2 follows immediately from the functional 
calculus for self-adjoint operators (compare, in particular, formulas 
(7.15)-(7.17) in [9]). Th us it is sufficient to discuss the third term 
F(r) = 1.’ G,(t - r) dr 
-0 
(8.14) 
in (8.6). By applying the functional calculus to (8.7) and using (8.9) for 
k = 0, 1 and the assumption JE D(A*), we obtain G,(t) E D(A), 
(d/dt) G,(t) E D(A), and 
A [ 1 $ G,(t) = $ LAG,(t)] = $ j;” ,I $ g(l, t) d[P,J(r)]. (8.15) 
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By 19, Lemma 7.41 and (8.9), this expression is continuous in both variables 
f and r. since A *J E C(Rt ,L>). The same is true for 
By [ 9, Eqs. (7.25) and (7.28)] we have F(I) E D(A) and 
AF(f) = I” AG,(t - r) dr. 
-0 
(8.16) 
By the continuity properties stated above, (8.16) can be differentiated by the 
usual differentiation rules which hold also for vector-valued functions by the 
theorem of Hahn and Banach. Since G,(O) = 0 by (8.7) and g(k. 0) = 0. we 
obtain AF E C’(R,+,L,) and 
(/IF)‘(t) = 1.’ (AG,)‘(t - r) dr. 
0 
(8.17) 
The same argument implies that F E C’(R i, L,) and 
F’(t) = (-’ G;(t - 5) dr. 
.O 
(8.18) 
In order to verify that F’(t) E D(A), we consider a vector field S E S. Since 
G:(t - T) E D(A), we have 
(G:(t - r), AS) = (AG:(t - r). S) 
by the definition of D(A). Hence (8.18) implies that 
(F'(t), AS) = for SES. (8.19) 
Here we have used that the integrands in (8.18) and (8.19) depend 
continuously on r by (8.7) and [9, Lemma 7.41. By setting S = @ei with 
i = 1. 2,3 and q E Cr, we conclude from (8.19) that 
AF’(t) = 1” AG;(t - r) dr 
-0 
(8.20) 
(compare the calculation after [9, Eq. (7.26)]). In particular, (8.20) shows 
that AF’(t) E L,, and (8.19) and (8.20) imply that (F’(r), AS) = (AF’(t). S) 
for S E S. Hence, by the definition of D(A), we obtain F’(t) E D(A). Since 
A = -A in D(A). it follows from (8.15). (8.17), and (8.20) that AF’(t) = 
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(M)‘(t). Hence the third term in (8.6) also has all properties required in 
Lemma 8.2. This concludes the proof of Lemma 8.2. 
Now we prove 
LEMMA 8.3. Assume that al-2 E c4, E, E D(A3”), E, E D(A), 
J E C’(R,f , L,), and AJ, AJ’, A2J E C(R 0’) L,). Then thefirst time derivative 
(a/at) E(x, t) of the solution E of problem (E*) exists and is continuous in 
kR,+. 
ProoJ Recall that E E C3(Rt, L,) by [9, Theorem 7.11. Since E’(t) E 
D(A) and M’(t) = (AE)‘(t) by Lemma 8.2, it follows immediately from 
formulas (8.1)-(8.4) that 
E’ E @(R&L,), 
AE’ = E&E’)” + puo(E’)’ + J’ for t>o, 
E’(f) E D(A) for t>O, 
(8.21) 
E’(O)=E,, (E’)‘(O) = - (C/L)- l(AEo + WE, + J(0)). 
This shows that E’ is also a solution of problem (E*) with data Eb”, ,!?,‘I, 
and J’ ‘I, given by 
El” = E 0 19 El” = --(c/i) - ‘(AE + ,uoE + J(0)) I 0 I , J”’ = J’ (8 22) . . 
Note that the assumptions in Lemma 8.3 imply that the data (8.22) satisfy 
conditions (8.5). Hence Lemma 8.1 yields that E’ is continuous in fi x R,+. 
This means that E’ can be represented by a vector field E’ E C(fi x R,,+) 
such that 
(E’(t), G) = 1 E’(x, t) G(x) dx for every G E CF. (8.23) 
In order to complete the proof of Lemma 8.3, we have to show that 
4 E(x, t) = E’(x, t). (8.24) 
Since E E C3(R,f,L,) and J E C’(R,t , L,), we obtain, by using (8.2), (8.21) 
and AE’ = (AE)’ = -(AE)‘, 
EO + “h’ - E(t) _ E,(t) --t o as h-+0 
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and 
E(t + h) - E(t) 
h 
- E’(t) Ill 
E”(1 + h) - E”(t) 
h 
- E”‘(r) 
I 
W+hW(f)-E,,(f) 
h 
+ J(r + h) - J(r) 
h 
-J’(f) -0 
III 
as h --) 0. 
Relation (8.24) follows from these estimates, by applying Theorem 6.2 (with 
k=O, A=O) to R’=Q, O”={JK/J’-ICI< l)nn and G=[E(f+h)- 
E(t)l/h - E’(t) E D(A). This completes the proof of Lemma 8.3. 
Now assume, also that, the data I?\“. I?,“, and .I”’ introduced in (8.22) 
satisfy the assumptions in Lemma 8.3. Then it follows, by applying 
Lemma 8.3 to the solution E’ of (8.21). that (?/;it)‘E(,u. t) also exists and is 
continuous in fix Ri. Furthermore, by applying Lemma 8.2 to E’. we 
obtain AE’ E C’(R,+. L,). E”(t) E D(A), AE”(f) = (AE’)‘(f). and hence. by 
Lemma 8.2, AE E C’(R; ,LJ and AE”(t) = (A-!?)“(t) for f > 0. By extending 
this argument to derivatives of higher order. we obtain the following 
generalisation of Lemmas 8.2 and 8.3: 
LEMMA 8.4. Define recursicel>, 
E’O’ := E,. 0 ElO’ : = E, 
and. for k > 1. 
and assume thaf ijl2 E C’. J E C”(R,I,LJ, AJ’“’ E C(R,’ , L?). and 
ElkI E D(/, J::) 
0 . E\“’ E D(A), AJck’ E C(R;, Lz). A’Jck’E C(R,;.L,) 
for k = 0. I,..., n - 1. Then we haoe AEE C”(R~.L2) and 
E’k’(f) E D(A), AE’k’(t) = (AEyk’(t) for k<n and t>O. 
Furthermore, the deritjatices (ii/L?)“E(x, t) (k = 1. 2,.... n) exist and are 
confinuous in fi x R 0’. 
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COROLLARY. Assume that J= 0. Then the assumptions in Lemma 8.4 are 
satisfied iflU E C4, E, E ,(A”’ t2)‘2), and E, E D(A’“+““). 
The corollary follows from the remark that Er-” E D(A”), Elk-” E 
W m- ‘I’) imply, by the recursion formula above with J = 0, that 
Eik’ E D(A”-I”), E[1”’ E D(A”-‘). 
Now we discuss the derivatives of E with respect to the space variables. 
We shall prove 
LEMMA 8.5. Assume that 
(a) XI E CZm+‘, 
(b) E, E D(Am+‘), E, E D(Am+“‘), 
(c) JECZm(R,+,L2), Am+‘JEC(Ro+,LZ), AJ’*“%C(Rof,Lz), 
(d) Ebk’ E D(A3’*), E’,k’ E D(A), AJ’k’ E C(R,+, L,), A’J’k’ E 
C(Rl, L,) for k = 0, l,..., 2m - 1, where Ebk’ and E’,k’ are defined as in 
Lemma 8.4, 
(e) JcZk’ E C(Rl, H,(,-,,) for k = 0, l,..., m, and JfZk-” E C(R,‘, 
H,,,-,,) for k = 1, 2 ,..., m. 
Then all derivatives DPE(x, t) of order J p( = p, + p2 + p3 < 2_” with 
respect to the space variables x, , x2, x3 exist and are continuous in D X R ,‘. 
COROLLARY. Assume that J = 0. Then the assumptions of Lemma 8.5 are 
satisfied iflU E C2mt4, E, E D(A”‘+‘) and E, E D(Am+“‘). 
Proof: Set as above R, := (x E R: 1x1 < R) and choose open subsets 
n’,..., R” of D such that 
n,rn*c . . . CD’CR (8.25) 
(e.g., Rk :=flR+m+l-k ). By [9, Theorem 7.11, assumptions (b)-(c) imply 
that 
E E CZm+‘(Ro+,L2). (8.26) 
By (c), (d), and Lemma 8.4 we have 
AE E CZm(Ro+,L2), Eck)(t) E D(A) 
and (8.27) 
AEtk’(t) = (AIQfk’(t) for k<2m and t>O. 
We shall verify for k = 0, l,..., m by induction (with 8’ := f2): 
cc,) E (2m+2-2k)(t) E H2k(.crk) and E’2m+‘-2k’(t) E H2k(J2k) for t > 0. 
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Furthermore, for every r] > 0 and every T > 0, there exists a 6 > 0 such that 
IIE ‘2m+2-2k’(t,) - E’zm+2-2k’(tz)l12k,r~~ < q 
and 
IlE ‘2m+‘-2k’(f,) - E’zm+‘-‘k’(f2)l(?k,R” < q 
for all r,, tz E 10, TJ with )t, - t2) < 6. 
(C,) holds by (8.26). Now assume that (C,) holds where 0 < k < m. By 
using (8.27), (8.2). and (e), we obtain 
E’2”-2k’(t) E D(A), 
(8.28) 
-J’2m-2k’(t) E Hzk(Ok) 
and by the same argument 
Eczm-‘-2k’(t) E D(A), AE(Zmm~‘-2k)(f) E H?,(Qh). 
By applying Theorem 6.1 (with A =O, R’ = a”. 0” =.Qk+‘) to 
G = Et*m-*kl(t) and G = E(*m-*k-i) (t). respectively, it follows that 
E’2m-zk’(t) E HZk+ z(Rk+ ‘), E’zm-‘-2k’(f)E HIk+?(fik+‘). 
This verifies the first part of (C,,,). 
In order to prove the second part of (C,, , ). consider given positive 
numbers q, and T. By using (8.26), (8.28) the induction hypothesis (C, 1. 
and (e). we can choose a 6 > 0 such that 
IIE ‘2m-2k’(t,) - Eczm-zk’(t,)(l,,i < q, 
and 
II A IE ‘2’“-2k)(t,) - E”“‘-2k’(t?)J(l?k.l)‘: < q, 
for all t,, t, E [O, T] with j t, - t, 1 < 6. By applying Theorem 6.1 (with II = 0. 
fy=fp. Qhfp+‘) to 
G = E(2m-2k’(Q - E’Zm-‘k)(fl) E D(A), 
we obtain 
IIE ‘zm--2k’(t,) - E’2m~~2k’(t2)(~2k+2.R~+, < hj’, (8.29) 
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for all I,, t, E [0, T] with Jr, - t, 1 < S, where c does not depend on c, , f2, T. 
and q,. Now set, for given q > 0, v, := q/2c and choose 6 as above. Then 
(8.29) yields the first estimate in (Ck+ , ). The second estimate follows by the 
same argument. This completes the proof of (C,) for k = 0, l,..., m. 
By (C,), we have 
E”(t) E Hi,,@“‘), 
and hence, by (8.2) and (e), 
E’(r) E H&2m) 
A??(t) = -c,uE”(t) - ,uaE’(r) -J(t) E H&-Y’)~ 
By using (8.26), (e), and the estimates in (C,), it follows that, for every 
17 > 0 and every T > 0, there exists a 6, > 0 such that 
IIE(rr) - E(tz)llom < II and llAE(t,) -AE(~z)II*m.Rm < v 
for all t,, t, E [0, T] with (t, - t, ( < 6,. By applying Theorem 6.2 (with 
A= 0, Q’ = am, Q” =$,) to G = E(f) and G = E(t,) - E(t,), respectively, 
we obtain E(f) E C2m(f?,) for t > 0 and 
JPE(x, t,) - DPE(x, tz)J < 207 (8.30) 
for every differential operator Dp of order IpI< 2m with regard to the space 
variables x,, x2 , and x,, for every x E fi, and for all I,, t, E [0, 7’) with 
) I, - t, / < 6,. Since R and Tare arbitrary, it follows by the argument used in 
the proof of Lemma 8.1 (after (8.11)) that DPE(x, t) is continuous in 
fiR x R,+ for 1 pi ,< 2m. This concludes the proof of Lemma 8.5. 
The corollary follows from the same remarks as the corollary to 
Lemma 8.4. 
By combining Lemma 8.1, Lemma 8.4, and Lemma 8.5, we obtain the 
following result on arbitrary derivatives of E: 
THEOREM 8.1. Let Erl, Eik’ be defined as in Lemma 8.4. Assume that 
(a) 80 E Pm+‘, 
(b) J E C2m+n(Rgf, L,), 
(c) Er’ E D(A’“+‘), E’,” E D(Am+“*), Am+‘Jti’ E C(R,I, I-,), 
AJ(2m+i) E C(R,f, L,)jbr i= 0, l,..., n, 
(d) Ebk’ E D(A3’*), Elk’ E D(A), AJck’ E C(R,f, L,), A2J’k’ E 
C(R,t , L2)for k = 0, l,..., 2m + n - 1, 
(e) J(it2k’EC(R~,H2c,,_Il,)firi=0, l,..., nandk=O,l,..., m, 
(f) J”+2k-” E C(R,f,H2cm_k,) for i = 0, I,..., n and k = 1, 2 ,..., m. 
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Then the solution E = E(x. t) of problem (E*) is continuous in fi X R t and 
the deriL!atiues 
(a/%~,)~’ (d/i+x#” (3/8~,)~” (a/L’t)k E(x, t) 
with p, + pz + p3 < 2m and k < n exist and are continuous in 5 X Ri. 
COROLLARY. Assume that J = 0. Then the assumptions of Theorem 8.1 
are satisfied ifiX E Czm+‘, E, E D(Am+n’z+‘), and E, E D(Am+“,“+ ’ ‘). 
Proof. The assumptions of Lemma 8.4 are satisfied by (a)-(d). Hence 
the time derivatives (a/at)“E(x, t) (k = 0, l?..., n) exist and are continuous by 
Lemma 8.4. Furthermore, by the argument leading to (8.21) and (8.22). 
E’;‘(t), for 0 < i < n, is a solution of problem (E*) with the data El’. El,“. 
and J”‘. Now Theorem 8.1 follows from the remark that these data satisfy 
the assumptions of Lemma 8.5. 
We add the following remarks: 
(1) Similar regularity results hold for the solution H of problem (H* ). 
as the same argument shows. 
(2) If m > 1. Theorem 7.1 implies that E(s, t) satisfies the electric 
boundary conditions n X E = 0 and V . E = 0 for (x, t) E FR x Rl, Hence. 
by combining the regularity theory of this section with the existence theory 
developed in [9] (cf., in particular, [9, Theorem 7.1 I), we get sufficient 
conditions for the existence of classical solutions for problems (E), (M). and 
(EM) formulated in [9, Section 11. 
(3) Since C&2) c S c D(A). the assumptions of the corollary of 
Theorem 8.1 are satisfied if 
(i) FR E CT”‘+’ and 
(ii) E,, E, E Cim+“+’ (a) for even II and E,, E C~“‘+“’ ‘if2). E, E 
G’rr+ ‘I+ ’ (R) for odd n. respectively. 
More generally. condition (ii) can be replaced by E,. E, E C”’ -” ’ ‘(f?), 
and dhEjE S for k=O, l...., m + n/2 and i = 0. 1 for even II and a similar 
condition for odd n. In particular, E is a classical solution of problem (E). 
belonging to C’(fi X R,f ), with J = 0 if the above conditions are satisfied for 
(m, n) = (1, 1) and (m, n) = (0,2). This is the case if af2 E C6, E, E C”(n). 
E, E C”(n). and AkE, E S for k = 0, 1,2 and AkE, E S for k = 0, 1. 
(4) One easily checks that the assumptions of Theorem 8.1 are 
satisfied if af2. E, and E, have the properties stated in (3) and if. in addition. 
JEC Zmin+3(fi x Ri) and J(x, t) =0 for every x E K and t 2 0. where K is 
a compact subset of f2. 
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